In Defense of the King James Bible

Dear friend,

There are many versions of the Bible out there, but only one that contains the pure unadulterated truth within. Check out these books to learn about Satan's greatest tools in turning the hearts of men and women from God. Purchase these titles for a special discount of 20%, for a limited time only.

Please note: you must click on the links below in order to receive these special prices.

Battle of the Bibles

by H.H. Meyers

"Battle of the Bibles" is not just another of those books on Bible Versions. On the contrary, it is an absorbing documentary about scheming, intrigue and fraud as practiced by a Super Power in its battle for total spiritual and political domination. Prominent among the weapons employed in this continuing war are the interconfessional Bibles. The arsenal which produces them is known as Ecumenism. This expanded edition includes valuable historical insights into the mystical background to the New Age versions. It was this "Positive Christianity" that seduced and finally destroyed Hitler's Germany.
Hazardous Materials
by G.A. Riplinger

This book demonstrates that Greek texts from UBS to TBS fail to reach the perfection of the Holy Bible, where God's words shall not pass away. Why are good Christians putting aside their inspired Holy Bibles to look for light in these conflicting and uninspired Greek and Hebrew tools, made by men who all denied the very truths of the Bible?

Hidden History Of the English Scriptures
by G.A. Riplinger

The Hidden History of the English Scriptures is Given by Inspiration to ALL Generations. This is the 400th anniversary of the King James Bible.

If the Foundations Be Destroyed
by Chick Salliby

While the Church is busy focusing on the evils of society: abortion, pornography, gay rights, and every flaw in government, within its own four walls looms a problem that not only dwarfs all others but also threatens the Church’s very survival. This book attempts to expose this problem in hopes that God’s people will be mindful of what is currently laboring to destroy their souls, before it is forever too late.
In Awe of Thy Word

by G.A. Riplinger

Discover what translators and past generation knew – exactly how to find the meaning of each Bible word, inside the Bible itself. Understand also what translators, such as Erasmus and Coverdale, meant when they spoke of the vernacular Bible’s holy letter and syllables. See how these God-set alphabet building blocks build a word’s meaning and automatically define words for faithful readers of the King James Bible – which alone brings forward the fountainhead of letter meanings discovered by computation linguists from the world’s leading universities.

In Defense of the King James Bible

by Rick Streight

Why are there so many translations of the Bible and what is the difference between them? Does it make a difference which version you read? Are they all the same? In Defense of the King James Bible presents a clear scriptural argument for the unadulterated Word of God, which is unique to the King James Version bible. To prove the originality and uniqueness of this particular translation of Scripture, the author devotes a majority of the study to the comparison of verses from the King James Version Bible and other translations. It is startling to discover the omissions and perversions of Scripture that change the meaning of verses and sound doctrine. Journey with the author as he examines the Bible and Spirit of Prophecy to gain a deeper understanding of God’s Word and its importance in preparing us for Christ’s Second Coming.
Making Archaeology Biblical

by Vance Ferrell

Ever since the late 1930s, a misleading dating theory has incorrectly dated Near Eastern Archaeological discoveries – so they do not agree with Biblical facts. You are going to learn what these dating errors are and how, by correcting them, archaeological evidence nicely agrees with Biblical events. In this book you will find powerful evidence that the Bible stands vindicated as the most accurate, ancient history book that mankind has ever had!

# MABI1
Price: 15.96
(Reg. 19.95)

King James and His Translators

by G.A. Riplinger

This book is an entire chapter drawn from the 1,200 page classic, “In Awe of Thy Word”, by G.A. Riplinger. That massive volume is the first and only documented history of the words of the holy Bible. Ten-thousand hours of collation of vault of ancient, rare, and valuable Bibles demonstrate the unbroken preservation of the pure holy scriptures, from the first century’s Gothic scriptures, to the Anglo-Saxon, pre-Wycliffe, Tyndale, Coverdale, Great, Geneva, and Bishop’s Bibles, culminating in our beloved King James Bible.
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Price: 4.79
(Reg. 5.99)

Defined King James Bible


# KJVA1
Price: 32.00
(Reg. 40.00)
Defined King James Bible (with Thumb Index)


# KJVA2
Price: 32.00
(Reg. 40.00)

Click here for additional products from Hartland Publications at special discount prices.
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